Two trisections
of the angle were transmitted from Greek to Islamic geometry , one in the Arabic translation of the Lemmata of (pseudo- [Sezgin 1974, 246-248, 251-252, No. 11 for references to the literature on this trisection.)
The following system (the same as the one in [Toomer 1976, 333 ) is used throughout to transcribe Greek and Arabic letters found in qeometrical fiqures.
The Arabic letter and the Greek letters are rendered successively in the transcription.
The Arabic y;i' is transcribed as I.
A NEUSIS AS A BASIC CONSTRUCTION AND AS A PROBLEM
A neusis (plural: Neuseis) or verging is the insertion of a straight-line segment of given length between two given straight or curved lines in such a way that the line segment verges toward a given point P; that is, P is on the produced part of the line segment. Proposition 8 of the Lemmata contains an example of a neusis which is used to trisect an angle ADE (see Fig. 1 [Hultsch 1965, 276-280; Ver Eecke 1933 , 214-2171 Given: a rectangle ABGD and a line segment M. Required:
to construct a straight line AEZ such that its intercept EZ between GD and BG extended equals M. Thus EZ "verges" toward A and is equal to M.
[An analysis of the problem is presented in A 4:36, but not in 8, so I do not treat it in full. The synthesis is in A 4: 37 and 8 (131b:30-132a:l) :I Solution: Let DK = M. B has: Produce AD toward K; let DK = M.
[In Fig. 2 [1965 [ , 2731 [ and BulmerThomas [1967 [ -1968 To summarize: Z!J and A 4:37 agree to a remarkable extent, although there are some differences between the mathematical arguments.
8 presents a version of (ii) which is more correct, more straightforward, and more in harmony with the geometrical figure.
In (iii), 8 and A 4:38 give the trisection of the acute angle ABG (see Fig. 6 ).
Drop A 4:39 is a trisection of the right angle; 8 remarks simply that this is "easy" (132a:6).
A 4:40 and 8 have the same trisection of the obtuse angle ABG (see Fig. 7 ):
Draw BD perpendicular to BG. LDBG is a right angle, and DBA is acute; so we can construct BZ and BE such that LDBZ = (l/3) LDBG, LEBD = (l/3) LABD. so LEBZ = (l/3) LABG. If we apply an angle equal to LEBZ to both arms of LABG, we shall have trisected LABG. Let ZA be produced to E, and inasmuch as GZ is a right-angled parallelogram, let the straight line ED be placed between EA, AG so as to verge toward B and be equal to twice AB; that this is possible has been proved above ([Hultsch 1965, 274:21-276:4] ; the translation is found in [Bulmer-Thomas 1967 -1968 Fig. 13 , ABG must be an acute angle, although the text does not say so).
He drops a perpendicular AD to BG, draws through A a line parallel to BG, and then draws BZE such that ZE = 2AB. 
